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open for further replies. Joined Jul 30, Messages 4. I have been working through several trim
problems this year. I replaced all trim hoses inside and outside the boat. I removed cleaned and
adj the pressure on the valve on bottom of the pump. I disassembled cleaned the trim pump.
Now I have a leak from the reverse lock valve, I disasembled cleaned and have obvbiously got
something wrong on the re-assembly of because I can trim up but not down. I started cracking
lines from the pump and the pressure quit when I got to the exit from the rev lock valve to the
actuators. If some one could explain the position of the springs, balls and valve. Perhaps a
diagram. By the way I have owned this boat for over 15 years And consider it on the continual
rebuild program. Thanks Curtis. Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve Ok, no response whatsoever,
am I speaking the wrong language? I posted here, because I was impressed with the intelligent
dialogue. Not even a hello or welcome? Joined May 23, Messages Re: Mercruiser reverse lock
valve Well HELLO and Welcome I have never dismantled the trim pump so I can't help you with
your problem, wait a day or two then bump it to the top by replying to the post. I am sure you
will get an answer, but during the week it takes a bit longer before people can read the
questions and reply they have to work!! Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve Thanks Gary, I know
sometimes my questions are beyond the normal. Nice to meet you. I work a strange 3 day 12hr
rotating shift and forget some people live normal lives. Joined Jun 15, Messages Joined Jun 26,
Messages Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve Give me your email will send diagram. Re:
Mercruiser reverse lock valve Sker crunch I have a verry old Merc sevice manual. Volume II c
does not appear to have all images. Kind of like flying by seat of pants on a lot of this stuff. Re:
Mercruiser reverse lock valve I looked in my service manual 4 last night and it has some good
pictures of disassembly and reassembly and then a section on adjustment. I copied them to a
word file and can send them to you if you put your email up. Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve
i've got an older one then that section 7a complete hydraulic circuit, with cut away diagrams.
Joined Jun 30, Messages 7, Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve you've got a pm Joined May 10,
Messages 3. Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve I am having a problem reassembling my reverse
lock out valve. Do you still have the diagram? Limited-Time Vice Admiral. Joined Mar 30,
Messages 5, Re: Mercruiser reverse lock valve frozen lake welcome aboard. FWIW you are
better off starting your own new thread rather than reviving an almost 2 year old thread. Thanks
for understanding. About Us: Price We try to be competitive with our prices, if you see that
there is another part in similar condition and our price is not competitive please let me know.
Shipping Shipping prices are always changing if you feel that the price may be out of date or
calculation seems to be wrong please let me know, I will try to change it as soon as I can
Comunication I will try to respond to your question right away but some times I have to get to
the part to answer your questions, our parts are store in diferent warehouses and may take a
day or two to get an answer. About We are an online store located in Sacramento California,
been in the area for a long time. Shipping Please look in the shipping and payments tab in the
listing, If shipping is available We will ship the item within the handling time specified there. You
should expect your item to arrive close to the time frame provided by eBay in the shipping tab,
if local pickup available contact Us thu eBay messages to setup an appointment. For
international shipments time frame changes due to customs, some times takes longer to deliver
or items get held at your local offices until customs charges and import duties are paid by the
buyer, I hope you can understand and please be patient. If you are not satisfied with your item
please contact us immediately so we can resolve your issue. Please send us a message thru
ebay messages and we will answer as soon as we can. CA sales tax's applies for CA deliveries.
Thanks for your interest in our parts. We accept PayPal, Visa, MasterCard and Discover, If you
are having any issues or you have questions about combining payments or combining orders,
feel free to contact me thru the eBay messages or request a combined invoice "after you
commit to buy all the items but before you pay". If you need to return the item please contact Us
thru eBay for an address or follow the eBay return process. You can visit out shop in California,
Please use eBay messages to contact us and setup and appointment. Please look in the
shipping and payments tab in the listing. If shipping is available We will ship within the handling
time specified there. You should expect your item to arrive within business days If shipping
available , some times longer for international, I hope you can understand and please be patient.
Please have your Ebay Auction number handy when you call, you can find it at the right of the

listing where it says Other Item info. We ship mostly USPS. Items may be shipped outside their
factory packaging to fit. If the part you are buying is new, please note that some of this parts
have been in the shelf for some time and the may show some shelf wear. The part may be ship
to you out of the package to accomodate the package of the selected service. Please also note
that If we have multiple parts in this listing you will get the one on hand that may be a little
different from the one in the picture I think it wont matter for new parts. If the part you are
buying is used, please note that "is used" and it may have some scratches on the paint or no
paint at all, for all our used parts we send the part in the picture, unless we have multiple items
in this listing then we send the one on hand but you may request more details for the one you
are going to get. This part may fit many other models if you are not sure if this part fits your
engine please feel free to contact us. However we need the year, model and serial number. We
try to be competitive with our prices, if you see that there is another part in similar condition
and our price is not competitive please let me know. Shipping prices are always changing if you
feel that the price may be out of date or calculation seems to be wrong please let me know, I will
try to change it as soon as I can. I will try to respond to your question right away but some
times I have to get to the part to answer your questions, our parts are store in diferent
warehouses and may take a day or two to get an answer. We are an online store located in
Sacramento California, been in the area for a long time. All rights reserved. Use of this site
indicates your consent to the Terms of Use. Login with Facebook. Remember Me? By logging
into your account, you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies
as described therein. Forgot Password? Mark Forums Read. Vendor Directory. Do i need a
reverse lock out valve. Thread Tools. Hi Guys im runing a to a velvet drive thats coupled to a
TRS unit. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by wirlybird. View iTrader Profile. Without it the
drive will lift up when you put it in reverse. Basically it's a valve which blocks the fluid flow in
the line when you shift into reverse, otherwise it would push the fluid back to the pump as the
drive lifts. Also it's not good to operate the trim when in reverse beings the fluid flow is being
blocked in the line. Find More Posts by picklenjim. Thanks picklenjim considering im runing a
velvet drive what is the part number for the correct reverce lock out valve i require? Received 1
Like on 1 Post. It is Part 6 on this page. Visit tcelano's homepage! Find More Posts by tcelano.
There were different prestolite pumps. There was the design with reverse lock out and ones that
used an external reverse lock out. From what you say about the hoses it sounds like you need
the external lock out. Is this B-W the trans setup original to the boat? Why doesn't it have the
reverse lock out now? Did someone convert to the B-W and not finish it? Just wondering if it
may have had a Merc Trans ll in it originally. The part number for the valve is It was used on
several different applications. Problem is you will also need the correct lever and linkages for t
ford ka haynes manual pdf
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he B-W set up. Here is what it looks like but has a different lever on it. It goes between the 2
lines with the male fittings. Thanks picklenjim its a haines formula the shift lever doesn't look
anything like the one on ebay i will take some pictures of both and post them up. It looks like
the one that doesn't require a reverse lockout. By what you say you have one line coming in
from the trim cylinders hanging loose with a male end fitting and you have a line from the pump
with a male end fitting hanging loose. Reverse lock out goes between them. That's the way their
setup. The line from the pump is probably a white plastic line which uses a compression type
fitting. The one coming in through the transom is a heavier reinforced line with a flare type
fitting. If it were the type that didn't use the valve the line coming in through the transom would
go all the way to the pump. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Email this Page. Advanced
Search. Close X. LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks.

